Comparative study on surface reconstruction accuracy of stereo imaging devices for microsurgery.
Processing stereoscopic image data is an emerging field. Especially in microsurgery that requires sub-millimeter accuracy, application of stereo-based methods on endoscopic and microscopic scenarios is of major interest. In this context, direct comparison of stereo-based surface reconstruction applied to several camera settings is presented. A method for stereo matching is proposed and validated on in-vitro data. Demonstrating suitability for surgical scenarios, this method is applied to two custom-made stereo cameras, a miniaturized, bendable surgical endoscope and an operating microscope. Reconstruction accuracy is assessed on a custom-made reference sample. Subsequent to its fabrication, a coordinate measuring arm is used to acquire ground truth. Next, the sample is positioned by a robot at varying distances to each camera. Surface estimation is performed, while the specimen is localized based on. markers. Finally, the error between estimated surface and ground truth is computed. Sample measurement with the coordinate measuring arm yields reliable ground truth data with a root-mean-square error of 11.2 μm. Overall surface reconstruction with analyzed cameras is quantified by a root-mean-square error of less than 0.18 mm. Microscope setting with the highest magnification yields the most accurate measurement, while the maximum deviation does not exceed 0.5 mm. Custom-made stereo cameras perform similar but with outliers of increased magnitude. Miniaturized, bendable surgical endoscope produces the maximum error of approximately 1.2 mm. Reconstruction results reveal that microscopic imaging outperforms investigated chip-on-the-tip solutions, i.e., at higher magnification. Nonetheless, custom-made cameras are suitable for application in microsurgery. Although reconstruction with the miniaturized endoscope is more inaccurate, it provides a good trade-off between accuracy, outer dimensions and accessibility to hard-to-reach surgical sites.